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Welcome to our new Programme!
We are here to help you in the delivery of quality homes, inclusive and
accessible places that are fit for our culturally rich and diverse city.
Whether you influence, manage or deliver the creation of great places, this
year’s programme will provide you with the:
• Understanding of London’s diversity, history, communities and culture
• Skills needed for quality place-making
• Knowledge to deliver London Plan Policies and understand London Plan
Guidance
We do this through a series of events, site visits and in-person discussions,
alongside environmental design reviews and sourcebooks. This year’s
programme of events will weave the tough challenges we face in our built
environment focussing on the climate emergency, health and well being and
the recent, swift changes in how we live, work and travel.
We are here for you. In times of uncertainty and limited resources, we know that
keeping up with change and good practice takes precious time. Our topical,
up to the minute events will provide a safe and welcoming environment for
you to share ideas, find out about emerging best practice and definitely learn
from each other.
Event Sponsors:
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Place Design
This series covers the basics of good place design, sometimes called
urban design or placemaking. We have devised this set of events to
help give people new to the topic confidence and tools to recognise and
require good design.
20/04/2022

11/01/2023

Introduction to place design

How to deliver good design

Explaining what good place design is all
about, the characteristics of successful places
and how these relate to built environment
policies and guidance. We will look at how
to ensure places are fit for for purpose,
encourage easy movement, are accessible
and have efficient use of land and resources.

Focusing
on
delivering
processes
including
partnership
working,
procurement, evaluation systems and
tools such as PlaceCheck, Building for a
Healthy Life alongside industry standards
used within planning, transport, housing
and environmental systems.

07/06/2022

Understanding plans & drawings

Explaining how to read various types of plans
and understand what is being proposed. We
will point out common tricks used to make
you look favourably on proposals and explain
the most important information you should
look for.
05/10/2022

Introduction to drawing

Helping you understand how you can
visually present your ideas in succinct
and creative ways to aid discussion and
interpretation of place. This is a practical
session and you will be helped to produce
your drawing.
08/11/2022

Designs for different types of places

Explaining
the
importance
of
understanding the context for any scheme,
looking at how design approaches should
vary and how toolkits for small sites can
help.
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23/02/2023

Design codes and other tools

Explaining the range of design tools you
might come across and explaining how
they fit together, for example how design
codes relates to masterplanning and policy
plans.

Practical Planning
Planning exists in part to regulate development to deliver public good. This
series investigates how best to manage our planning system day to day to
help deliver good development.

27/04/2022

09/11/2022

Managing legal processes

Top down or bottom up?

09/06/2022

18/01/2023

Negotiating and influencing

Design at appeal

07/07/2022

28/02/2023

Viability

Being a good planning client

This practical session will look at the best way
to handle a variety of processes including
enforcement and compulsory purchase
orders.

An important element of the planning
process for all planning teams is
negotiating good design and outcomes.
This session will prepare you to deliver
successful outcomes.

Looking at how development finance works
and its impact on planning delivery.

13/09/2022

Prior notification and permitted
development unpacked

A practical look at dealing with these tricky
processes including successful, and perhaps
not successful case studies, how best to
convert retail to residential, all considering
design criteria as set out in the GDPO.
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How to manage the sometimes-conflicting
demands of the planning system including
top down housing targets alongside bottom
up community and character driven plans
and proposals, co-design and community
review panels.

How best to present design issues at
appeal looking at relevant case studies
and approaches for written representation,
informal hearings or enquiry appeals.

As a local authority you may have to
commission planning related work. This
session will provide advice on how best to
write briefs, manage procurement processes
including retaining architects, managing
resources and post occupancy evaluations.

Place Tech
An up-to-date set of events on new tools, challenges, and opportunities
brought to us through technological innovations. These sessions look
at how you can best harness emerging approaches to support your day
to day work including how planning reforms will change our relationship
with technical approaches.

04/05/2022

Managing data

This session will provides an overview of
how digital planning is helping to save
resources and provide greater accessibility
to our planning processes, including a
look at the trends and innovations coming
forward in the built environment.

Considering the types of data built
environment practitioners might wish to
use and how to gather, collate and map using them for plans, strategies, design and
programmes.

14/06/2022

16/11/2022

Digital tools for plan making and
development management

Digital engagement

06/07/2023

25/01/2023

A look at emerging approaches and how
they can help you deliver better planning
services, including greater inclusion and
engagement.

3D models and desktop tools

An introduction to the range of tools available,
when each might be most appropriate to use
and how to go about obtaining or creating 3D
resources.
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15/09/2022

What does digitising planning mean?

Presenting the best ways of using tech
to get people involved with case studies
and discussions on when to choose which
approaches.

Digital place management

A round-up of the way new tech is changing
how we use and manage places looking at
the opportunities this may give to curate
uses, access arrangements and activities over
time.

Green London
With managing the climate emergency a clear priority, this series will
look at how we can best use our built and natural environments to reduce
pollution and resource wastefulness and adapt to changing conditions,
including advice set out in the London Plan Guidance.

11/05/2022

Improving London’s air quality

24/01/2023

Green construction

We will consider the benefits and challenges
in delivering improvements to London’s
air quality and introduce research on low
emissions zones and plans for road user
charging.

An overview of how we can best plan for,
deliver, and maintain trees and plants
including within streets, gardens and parks.

Looking at the range of building
construction
methods
and
materials
available and comparing their carbon use
and lifetime resource efficiency, including
the importance of understanding embodied
carbon.

16/06/2022

22/11/2022

14/03/2023

Green plans & policies

Biodiverse buildings

Resource efficient buildings

An update on policy and plans that deliver
climate resilient places and reduce
resource and carbon use.
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20/09/2022

Trees - planting & development

A look at innovative ways we can plan for
and nurture green infrastructure inside and
outside our homes and workplaces.

Considering how to understand the case
for retrofit vs demolition, and how best to
measure, assess and deliver buildings that
are water and energy efficient.

Street Design
This series will provide practical advice for creating green, safe, inclusive
streets that work hard and look good, promoting physical and mental
wellbeing. We will look at how streets can best support active travel modes
and neighbourhood needs for short journeys and non-travel activities.

05/05/2022

Active travel

An overview of active travel policies and
targets looking at why it matters and how to
design places that help people to choose
this way of getting around.
21/06/2022

29/11/2022

Street SuDS for highway engineers

Providing
engineers
with
in-depth
information on how to deliver sustainable
urban drainage systems as an integreated
aspect of highway works.
08/12/2022

Street design principles

Street design details

Outlining the key principles behind
creating
healthy,
welcoming,
and
accessible streets that promotes physical
and mental wellbeing.

Capacity, geometry, signals? This handson session will provide you with the tools
to deliver safer junctions and link section
options that prioritise active travel.

28/09/2022

31/01/2023

Designing for walking

Looking at how to create welcoming,
practical, and safe spaces that take people
where they want to go.

Designing for cycling

Unpacking the principles behind designing
streets and spaces to encourage those who
can to cycle.

22/03/2023

Transport modelling today

Looking at the best practice in strategic citywide modelling and micro simulation models
for all modes.
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Building Homes
Learning about the what, when, who and how of building homes, including
design and delivery tools and trends.

17/05/2022

Housing design basics

An all-round introduction to housing
design, from how a development links to
the wider community through to how a
home is designed.
28/06/2022

Housing practice and trends

Understanding how land is bought, how
housing projects are funded and who
delivers developments.
06/10/2022

17/01/2023

Designing for residents

Housing design toolbox

Considering how to achieve outcome
focussed design that will help you speed
through planning, including working with
the community through co-design and
community design panels.
30/11/2022

Understanding housing types

Looking at the different types of homes
you may wish to see built, which are
needed where and top design tips for each,
including an update on the Small Sites
Programme.

Looking at the many design tools available
that can help you achieve great homes and
neighbourhoods including masterplans,
design codes, and parameter plans.

22/02/2023

Delivering housing

Covering the practicalities of home delivery reviewing design, writing bids, procurement
and managing relationships.
30/03/2023

Lessons learned from housing

This session helps you draw lessons to
feed into future development, evaluating
both homes and the places they help
create.
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Understanding London
This series looks at some of the most important elements that make up our
city, considering how they have developed over time and what lessons
this gives us for the future.

08/06/2022

01/12/2022

The forces that have shaped London

Pipes, tunnels and bridges

29/09/2022

09/02/2023

Ever popular session on the history of how
London has developed, including looking
at how trade, manufacturing, population
changes and wars have impacted on the
built city.

Palaces, terraces and civic masterpieces

A look at London’s amazing built heritage
with discussions on how best to preserve and
enhance it.

A look back at how key built infrastructure
projects have shaped the city and the
potential impact of future projects.

Parks, gardens and water spaces

Looking at what makes London so green,
and how this legacy can grow and be
enhanced in the future.
16/03/2023

People, families and communities

Considering London’s social diversity, how
this has shaped the city and how best to
celebrate our cultural richness in the future.
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Urban Futures
Continuing the popular Urban Challenge events we ran in 2020/21 this is
an exciting set of sessions looking at new trends, ideas, and approaches
to shaping cities and neighbourhoods, including opportunities to improve
how urban places work.

19/05/2022

01/11/2022

21/03/2023

New ideas on neighbourhoods

New ideas for travel

Winning hearts and minds

29/06/2022

08/02/2023

New ideas for building types and uses

New ideas for welcoming cities

Better ways to understand, plan and
manage all types of neighbourhoods.

Emerging building typologies and ways
to design and deliver them including
approaches to re-use and retrofit.
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Fresh ways at looking at shared, active, and
sustainable movement of people, goods, and
information.

How to improve diversity, inclusion, health
and wellbeing in our culturally rich places.

Why it is hard to change established
approaches and suggestions on how best
to move thinking along.

UDL In-Person

Have you missed seeing us in person? We’ve missed you! Thoughout the
year we’ll be hosting in-person events to get us back in a room together
discussing the most important topics of the day.

Workshops and debates

Site visits

Getting together to look in more detail at
topical issues including climate, health
and equity.
26/05/2022
12/07/2022
19/10/2022
06/12/2022
01/02/2023
02/03/2023

During the year we will visit exemplary
housing as well as street and public realm
projects. The locations will be decided
nearer the time.
23/05/2022
22/06/2022
08/09/2022
13/10/2022
02/02/2023
29/03/2023

Year in review
A recap of the year’s highlights, offering
members a chance to network and catchup on the most significant presentations of
2022/23.
23/03/2023
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Networks
Councillor’s network

For any Councillor who has an interest in
place-making and design, these sessions
share knowledge, discuss topical issues and
present emerging policy and research.
15/06/2022
17/11/2022
07/03/2023

Design review network

For anyone involved in using, participating
or managing design reviews to share ideas
and updates.
21/04/2022
07/09/2022
10/01/2023

Young practitioner’s network

For members in the first 10 years of their
careers to meet and learn from other
inspiring young practitioners.
18/05/2022
11/10/2022
26/01/2023
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Become a UDL member
Subscribe to our 2022/23 London Programme to join our training and networking
events, plus have access to our new online library.
Whatever your organisation, we have an option available for you.
Don’t see it in the table below? Get in touch and we can put a package together
for you that will suit your needs.
Email info@urbandesignlondon.com for more information or to confirm your
subscription.
Organisation type

Subscription fee*

Access

London Boroughs

£4,000

Unlimited

Mayoral Family & other
Government bodies

£2,000 - £8,000

20 places - unlimited

Housing Associations

£1,000

Unlimited access to the
Building Homes series only

Professional Partners

£3,000

20 places

*Please note all prices are exclusive of VAT
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May

21/ Design review network
27/ Managing legal processes

07/ Design review network
08/ Site visit
13/ Prior notification & permitted
development unpacked

Jan/23

20/ Introduction to place design

Sep

Apr/22

Calendar 2022/23

18/ Design at appeal
24/ Green construction

05/ Active travel

25/ Digital place management

11/ Improving London’s air quality

29/ Palaces, terraces & civic masterpieces

26/ Young practitioner’s network
31/ Designing for cycling

05/ Introduction to drawing
06/ Designing for residents

23/ Site visit

11/ Young practitioner’s network

26/ Workshops and debates

13/ Site visit

Feb

Oct

19/ New ideas on neighbourhoods

22/ Delivering housing

01/ New ideas for travel
09/ Top down or bottom up?

15/ Councillor’s network

16/ Digital engagement

16/ Green plans & policies

17/ Councillor’s network

21/ Street design principles

22/ Biodiverse buildings

22/ Site visit

29/ Street SuDS for highway engineers

28/ Housing practice & trends

30/ Understanding housing types

07/ Viability
12/ Workshops and debates

Dec

29/ New ideas for building types & uses

06/ 3D models & desktop tools

28/ Being a good planning client

08/ Designs for different types of places

01/ Pipes, tunnels and bridges
06/ Workshops and debates
08/ Street design details

Mar

14/ Digital tools for plan making &
development management

23/ Design codes & other tools

Nov

09/ Negotiating & influencing

02/ Site visit
09/ Parks, gardens & water spaces

07/ Understanding plans & drawings
08/ The forces that have shaped London

01/ Workshops and debates
08/ New ideas for welcoming cities

19/ Workshops and debates

Jun

17/ Housing design toolbox

20/ Trees - planting & development
28/ Designing for walking

04/ What does digitising planning mean?

18/ Young practitioner's network

Jul

11/ How to deliver good design

15/ Managing data

17/ Housing design basics
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10/ Design review network

02/ Workshops and debates
07/ Councillor’s network
14/ Resource efficient buildings
16/ People, families & communities
21/ Winning hearts & minds
22/ Transport modelling today
24/ Year in review
29/ Site visit
30/ Lessons learned from housing

Supported by

Membership & Event Enquiries:
info@urbandesignlondon.com
Information:
www.urbandesignlondon.com
Urban Design London
Palestra, 197 Blackfriars Road
London SE1 8NJ
@UDLondon
@urbandesignlondon
Urban Design London Group
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